About Institute

To meet out the needs of industries and Technical Education in Rajasthan. The state Government was experienced a need of separate establishment for Diploma Courses were for the gradual expansion of Technical Education and Industrial growth in Rajasthan. As a result a separate Diploma College named govt. polytechnic college churu was established in the year 1999 at bikaner campus. Initially it was started with total intake capacity of 40 students in the following Diploma Engineering Discipline like - 20 seats in computer Engg. and 20 in Electronics Engg. respectively. Presently intake capacity increased upto 40 seats in each discipline.

The Govt. Polytechnic College, Churu was shifted to their present premises in the year 2005. The institute is spread over 15 Acres in Area. This institute having sufficient infrastructure i.e. well furnished class rooms, well equipped laboratories, workshops, library, women hostel facilities for students, play grounds etc. This institution situated in industrial area hardly 5 km away from churu Railway Station and bus stand. Presently, this institute is running with two different Engineering Disciplines i.e., 3 years Diploma Courses in Electronics Engg. and Computer Science Engg. The institute is running in the overall control of Ministry of Technical Education, Government of Rajasthan and Directorate of Technical Education Rajasthan, Jodhpur. The courses are affiliated with the Board of Technical Education Rajasthan, Jodhpur. This institute is presently headed by Principal and Head of Institute Er. K.K. Suthar.